ARE YOU LISTED BELOW?

Some folks may wonder why we have devoted several pages to something that is already listed on the web site. Even went beyond our planned 20 pages to do it. The reason is simple: You May Be Listed Here!

Listed below are the many member direct Alford lineages that have been posted to the website over the last several months. Even if you are not listed, your lineage may have been posted before this period or even after this was written. All members should go to www.alfordassociation.org/tafel.html (or just go to our web page if you know how and click on “Members List” found on the navigation bar just below the logo) and FIND their AAFA number or name and then click on the member number to open the file containing the lineage. If there is something missing, not current, or otherwise wrong we need to hear from you with the details. Send an email to alford_staff@alfordassociation.org or mail to AAFA, POB 1297, Florissant, MO 63031-1297. If you don’t have a lineage posted to the website then it is even more important that you get in touch with us because we apparently are having a problem and really need your help.

We are also in the process of linking the various branch genealogies from each members listing. These genealogies will probably be old, but as we have been updating member lineages we were also updating genealogies. (The same genealogy files feed into both output reports.) We should soon complete some of the genealogies and will be posting new, larger and improved genealogies.

Be watching for them.

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 9
MEMBER MEMORIALS SEE ALL
AAFA #0328 Mary Nell McGirt Peters
AAFA #1180 Robert Wilfrid Alford
MEMBER AHNENTAFELS SEE ALL
AAFA #0616 Thomas Rockhold of branch JAM847NC/
AAFA #0618 Nancy Bray Elkin of branch JEP797NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0646 William Wright Bryan Sullivan of branch JUL799GA/JAM687VA
AAFA #0652 Marlene Barnett of branch CLA791VT/BEN619EN
AAFA #0671 Fred W. Dollar of branch ama854ga/JAM687VA
AAFA #0748 Richard C. Maxfield of branch NAT807MD/BEN619EN
AAFA #0760 Laurie Alford Faulk Montgomery of branch GRE787NC/LOD749NC
AAFA #0804 Larry Winifred Alford of branch BAL784NC/ISH755NC
AAFA #0813 Kim M. Haga of branch JOH786NC/
AAFA #0842 Linda Lou Alford Flack of branch EDW792NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0843 Brian C. Reed of branch BAI781NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0868 Francis M. Pangburn of branch LAN804VAC/JOH696MD

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 2
MEMBER MEMORIALS SEE ALL
AAFA #0449 Gwendolyn Celestine Murray Walsh
AAFA #0791 Emerson Alford Meggs
AAFA #0822 Dorothy Adella “Polly” Alford Lobdell
AAFA #0854 Raymond Isaac Alford

OBITUARIES SEE ALL
INDIANA Updated
Added many gravestone photos and old obituaries--133 pages. The previous Indiana Obituaries, posted 10/2011, was 100 pages.

MEMBER AHNENTAFELS SEE ALL
AAFA #0376 Pope Corbin Hallford of branch AMO823NC/HALFORD
AAFA #0431 Jonnie Lou Coalson Crum of branch JAC789NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0438 Thomas H. Beals of branch LEV798MA/BEN619EN
AAFA #0468 Keith E. Morehead of branch WIL817TN/CHA790NC
AAFA #0541 Kenneth Ray Alford of branch JOH804NC/JOH759VA
AAFA #0549 James Donald Alford of branch JOH786NC/
AAFA #0573 Addice DuValle Thomas of branch JUL799GA/JAM687VA
AAFA #0854 Raymond Isaac Alford of branch ISA782NC/JAM687VA

WEEK OF AUGUST 26
MEMBER AHNENTAFELS SEE ALL
AAFA #0449 Gwendolyn Murray Walsh of branch HAR818VA/
AAFA #0456 Thomas Wayne Alford of branch JOH790VA/JOH696MD
AAFA #0721 Ruby Nell Alford Ballard of branch WIL780VA/
AAFA #0726 Lydia Ann Wallace Davis of branch WIL794GA/JAM687VA
AAFA #1058 Joseph Lee Alford of branch JOH795VA/JOH696MD
AAFA #1152 Mary Ellen Alford Martin of branch GEO794VA/JOH696MD

WEEK OF AUGUST 19
MEMBER AHNENTAFELS SEE ALL
AAFA #0328 Mary McGirt Peters of branch kat801nc/JAM687VA
AAFA #0689 Michael Rives Alford of branch THO795GA/JAM687VA
AAFA #0691 Fred W. Alford, Jr. of branch JOS802VA/JOH696MD
AAFA #0709 Pamela B. Alford Burnett of branch GEO825__/INDIAN
AAFA #0710 Jean Fulton Harvey of branch JOH795GA/JOH696MD
AAFA #1052 Mary Ellen Alford Martin of branch GEO794VA/JOH696MD
AAFA #1132  Robert Leonard Merritt of branch WIL804GA/JAM687VA
AAFA #1143  Ann Alford Lewis of branch LAM835NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #1148  James Richard Parmele of branch MAR806NY/ALE627EN
AAFA #1149  Herbert Miller Wise, III of branch SEA807LA/JAM687VA
AAFA #1200  Laureen Lee Alford Adams of branch SI0796NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #1202  Lynn J. Alvord of branch JAM789VT/ALE627EN
AAFA #1209  Thomas H. Bull of branch BAL784NC/ISH755NC
AAFA #1214  Robert Merrill Carr branch THO802VA/JOH696MD
AAFA #1215  Richard Mathews* of branch MAR816VT/BEN619EN
AAFA #1218  Eugene Vernal Alford of branch THO795VA/JAM687VA
AAFA #1219  Gayle Elizabeth Fussell Beene of branch WIL804GA/JAM687VA

WEEK OF AUGUST 12
MEMBER MEMORIALS SEE ALL
AAFA #0492  Raby Ardrell Alford
AAFA #0855  Sam Walker Wilson, Jr.
MEMBER AHNENTAFELS SEE ALL
NEW MEMBER AHNENTAFEL
AAFA #1405  Shelia Marie Walker Schroder of branch CLA803VT/BEN619EN
AAFA #0585  Janet Alford Trockenbot of branch JOE800SC?
AAFA #0589  David Archer Murray of branch HAR818VA/
AAFA #0596  Charles Flannery* of branch CHA801VA/JOH696MD
AAFA #0600  Erma Jean Cunningham of branch HEN815SC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0605  William P. Alford of branch OLI789MA/BEN619EN
AAFA #0737  George D. Allen* of branch fai794ga/JAM687VA
AAFA #0740  Sara C. Vance of branch JAM749NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0747  Janice Boyd Gould of branch WIL815NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0757  Mary Belle Miller of branch JAM791VA/JOH696MD
AAFA #1056  Ruth Robinson Sample of branch JOH787NC/
AAFA #1059  James Harold Simmons of branch JOH787NC/

WEEK OF AUGUST 5
AAFA BIOGRAPHIES SEE ALL
Albert Alford, 1833 MO - 1921 OR
Clarence Walworth Alvord, 1868 MA - 1928 Italy
Wiley Walton Alford, 1811 GA - 1978 FL
MARRIAGE RECORDS SEE ALL
During the last couple of months Alicia Roundy Houston, AAFA #0001, has researched and compiled an extensive list of Oregon Alford marriages.
Oregon Marriages
Alicia is also working as the leader of our Oregon Alford data effort.
Oregon State Data Page
MEMBER AHNENTAFELS SEE ALL
AAFA #0410 Amanda Alford Urban of branch ISA782NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0411 James Henderson Alford of branch ISA782NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0412  Mary Chella Alford Gordon of branch ISA782NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0917  Richard Albert Alford of branch HIR800VT/BEN619EN
AAFA #0927  Anna Kathryn Hollingsworth of branch EDW792NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0928  Robert Thomas Hollingsworth, III of branch EDW792NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #1061  Delta Yvonne Alford of branch JOH804NC/JOH750VA
AAFA #1067  George Earl Sanford of branch SIP800NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #1068  Charles Francis Mesurac, Jr. of branch WIL811NC/JAM687VA

WEEK OF JULY 29
MEMBER AHNENTAFELS SEE ALL
AAFA #0432  James Weston Alford of branch JAM749NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0433  Marianna Alford Voiselle of branch JAM749NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0463  Fred Garland Alford, Jr. of branch THO795GA/JAM686VA
AAFA #0464  Thomas Eugene Alford of branch ROB814VA/JOH735IR
AAFA #0469  LeeRoy Allen Alford of branch JAM793VA/JOH735IR
AAFA #0470  William Cutter Alford, Jr. of branch JOH790VA/JOH696MD
AAFA #0563  Elroy Raymond Alford, Sr. of Indian branch
AAFA #0569  Stephen Ray Alford of branch ALM810GA/SAL716VA
AAFA #0656  Diane Overmier Etchison of branch jen780va/JOH696MD
AAFA #0659  Albert L. Partee, III of branch JOH786VA/JOH696MD
AAFA #0661  James Michael Alford of branch FER795NC/BEN740
AAFA #0777  Michael Bruce Wilson of branch ZAD787GA/JAM687VA
AAFA #0779  Harlon Alford* of branch JOH807LA/JAM687VA
AAFA #0782  Harriet Ann Gilmer Burks of branch JOH801GA/
AAFA #0785  Stanley David Alford of branch JEP797NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0962  Robert Stanley Orrell of branch JOH787SC
AAFA #0965  Carolyn Alford Chambliss of branch JAM749NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0966  Eleanor Veazey Bowers of branch JAM749NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0967  Eli Lincoln Veazey, Jr. of branch JAM749NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0968  Hilda Alford Lobdell of branch JAM749NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0969  Richard Shelton Sumner of branch JAM749NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #1024  Richard Alvord Ward of branch NAT804MA/ALE627EN
AAFA #1078  James P. Miller, II of branch CLI798NC/JAM686VA
AAFA #1079  Hardy Dodd Eastham of branch ISA782NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #1084  Vesta Alford Beany of branch JAM749NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #1085  Randie Reed Harrings of branch BAL784NC/ISH755NC
AAFA #1086  William Richard Stout of branch JOH787NC

OBITUARIES SEE ALL
VIRGINIA Updated
Almost 120 pages. The previous Virginia Obituaries, posted 10/2010, was just over 100 pages.
NEW HAMPSHIRE Updated
The previous New Hampshire Obituaries was posted 11/2007. This update still has only 2 obituaries, but information and photos have been added.

WEEK OF JULY 22
MEMBER AHNENTAFELS SEE ALL
AAFA #0370  Eva Camille Stapleford of branch THO802VA/JOH696MD
AAFA #0371  Monte Jean Frame of branch JOH801GA/
AAFA #0373  Patricia Lorette Phillips of branch nan799va/JOH735IR
AAFA #0381  Connette Joycene Halford Blalock of branch DAV792NC/JOH740sNC
AAFA #0415  Shirley Jones Hite of branch JOH787NC/
AAFA #0418  Nancy Bruner Alford of branch JAM749NC/JAM687VA/
AAFA #0419  Doris Ruth Lemen of branch AND851GA/JAM687VA/
AAFA #0654  Charlton Strickland Veazey of branch JAM749NC/JAM687VA/
AAFA #0658  Donna Graves Ferrell of branch WIL783NC/JAM687VA/
AAFA #0674  George Washington Alford* of branch JOH786NC/
AAFA #0677  Benjamin Glenn Alford of branch JAM749NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0988  David Howard of branch JOH798VA/JOH696MD
AAFA #0990  Earnest Haskell Alford, Jr. of branch GRE787NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0995  Alton Stell Godwin of branch JAM749NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0998  Mina V. Culbertson of branch BAI781NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0999  Vaughn Eric Spunaugle of branch JAM791VA/JOH696MD
AAFA #1000  Jennifer Laura Spunaugle Tuffnell of branch JAM791VA/JOH696MD
AAFA #1117  Martha Bowman McKinnon of branch cha766nc/JAM687VA

WEEK OF JULY 15
MEMBER AHNENTAFELS SEE ALL
AAFA #0821  Jack Allen Alford, Jr. of branch BAL784NC/ISH755NC
AAFA #0822  Dorothy Adella Alford Lobdell of branch JAM749NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0824  Hellen Jane Alford Boyd Pickron of branch WIL815NC/JAM686VA
AAFA #0825  Melody A. Carr Cornell of branch THE790VT/BEN619EN
AAFA #0826  Karen Vandergriff of branch ROB814VA/JOH735IR
AAFA #0830  Grady H.Wilson of branch ZAD787GA/JAM687VA
AAFA #0831  Becka Wilson Sheehan of branch ZAD787GA/JAM687VA
AAFA #1015  Theresa Twining Cramer of branch WIL801NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #1016  Cecila Woods Twining of branch WIL801NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #1020  Scott Andrew Steele of branch JOS816LA/JAM687VA
AAFA #1021  Edward Lindsay Steele of branch JOS816LA/JAM687VA
AAFA #1023  Kent Lee Irvin of branch MAR766VA/JOH696MD
AAFA #1028  Wendy Jean Davis Westover of branch LAN804VA/JOH696MD
AAFA #1029  Edward Atkinson Twining, III of branch WIL801NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #1031  Edward Doyle Alford of branch JOS812KY/JOH750VA
AAFA #1032  Fred Henry Davis, III of branch LAN804VA/JOH696MD
AAFA #1034  Wessylyne Alford Simpson of branch LIT800NC/
AAFA #1107  Robert Lee Alford of branch ROB814VA/JOH735IR
AAFA #1109  Robert Leslie Walker of branch JOH801GA
AAFA #1111  Mary Roline Crews Askew of branch GEO825GA/JAM687VA

WEEK OF JULY 8
OBITUARIES SEE ALL
CONNECTICUT Updated
Almost 50 pages, with lots of Alvords. The previous Connecticut Obituaries, posted 6/2010, was 30 pages.
NEW MEMBERS
AAFA #1400  John W. Casall, Jr. of branch NEE789NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #1401  Jeffrey Scott Alford of branch BAI781NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #1402  Cathryn Alford McLeod of branch JOH875MS*/JAM687VA
AAFA #1403  Celia Carolyn Alford Beaty of branch LOD802NC/DRU767NC?
AAFA #1404  Jennifer Eden Alford Slonaker of branch WIL804GA/JAM687VA

MEMBERS
AAFA #0882 Kathleen Alford Hering of branch BAL784NC/ISH755NC
AAFA #0883 Tamara Alford Robinson of branch ROB830SC
AAFA #0885 Jerry D. Alford of branch JOH801GA
AAFA #0887 John Emanuel Turbeville, III of branch WIL826SC
AAFA #0890 Kay Beheler Young of branch WIL763NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0892 Deldana Lawson Wilson of branch JAM793VA/JOH735IR
AAFA #0903 Nora Louise Alford Brinkley of branch TUR800NC/JAM687VA
AAFA #0894 Karen Sue Parish of branch sar781va/JOH696MD
AAFA #0896 Floyd George Scott of branch THO802VA/JOH696md
AAFA #0897 Mary Annette Cartwright Giamona of branch DAV813VA
AAFA #0905 Karl Patrick Steele of branch JOS816LA/JAM687VA
AAFA #0908 Bobby Wayne Alford of branch BAL784NC/ISH755NC

WEEK OF JULY 1
MEMBER MEMORIALS SEE ALL
AAFA #0964 Judythe Kaye Keyser Kuether Rowe

WEEK OF JUNE 24
OBITUARIES SEE ALL
MASSACHUSETTS Updated
This 35 page compilation includes all of the Massachusetts obituaries that AAFA currently has.

WEEK OF JUNE 17
MEMBER MEMORIALS SEE ALL
AAFA #0387 Williams Dean Steward

WEEK OF JUNE 10
LAND RECORDS SEE ALL
ALABAMA with links to source data.

WEEK OF JUNE 3
THE LATE CHRISTIE ALFORD BALDWIN'S "BOOK" -- 67+ pages pertaining to Lodwick Alford and his land records.